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Sales and Distribution Channel of HUL. Special Focus on Indore Rural Area.

If the need based production system developed not only prices but also storage cost can be saved. Hence the
distribution centre has to take the purchasing habit of the rural people into account, so that product may be
available at the appropriate location. Since the quantum of purchase by the village shopkeeper is very small,
the margins are also very meager. Strategic Shifts 26 9. The Redistribution Stockist financed his stocks and
provided warehousing facilities to store them. This huge opportunity can be explored by Lux. The Registered
Wholesaler was given a margin of 1 per cent to cover the cost of warehousing and financing the stocks held by
him. While consumables are purchased in the village shop or Shandies or in bigger villages, the consumer
durables are purchased only in Mandi centers, large towns or nearby cities. Repositioning and rebranding HUL
hires brands to capture new HUL has done the process of repositioning opportunities: Towards the close of the
the brands. This system helped in transshipment, bulk breaking, and acted as a stock point to minimise
stock-outs at the Redistribution Stockist level. We would also like to thank our batch mates for the discussions
that we had with them. Use of Cooporative: Over three lakh cooporative society operate in the rural areas for
or different purposes like, marketing cooperatives, dairy corporative, farmer service corporative societies,
consumer corporative and other multipurpose corporative. Large retailers also placed direct orders, which
comprised almost 30 per cent of the total orders collected. This program was in tandem of the Project Shakti
was that it was aimed with HUL's dairy operations and covered to create income-generating capabilities
villages in Etah. It owns and products with major emphasis on low cost markets some of the most popular
brands in overall without compromising on the quality the country across various categories, of the product.
This is the first time in the Indian chapter of the brand that the beauty bar variant was being differentiated on
the basis of its ingredients rather than its perfume and colours. They have also combined backend processes
into a common Shared Service infrastructure, which supports the units across the country. Author: Brandon
Johnson. It is using the opportunity of interfacing more directly with consumers in this retail environment
through specially designed communication and promotions. The distribution arrangement requires serious
consideration by manufacturing and marketing men, if they have to exploit the potential of the rural market 2.
When we compare both company is back on the growth track. Lux has established a good distribution network
in the identified feeder market and mandi towns. The various channels of communication should be made
more appealing to this rural segment of customers. The main challenge lies in maintaining a consistent
Demand and Supply so 13 P a g e that the customers do not face any problem. But the expenses incurred
resulted in the village shopkeepers charging consumers more than the maximum retail price. Such an array of
HUL methodically goes about the task of brands is the outcome of a conscious developing a brand portfolio
across a corporate strategy by HUL. During the course of study we discovered that there are many channels
for the distribution of Lux. HUL covers maximum portion of shelves at these retail stores and has products for
all income segments. The thing that needs to do better in future. The main issue in rural proposition and are
keen participants in it. For rural India, HUL has established a single distribution channel by consolidating
categories. Thus these corporative have an arrangement for centralized procurement and distribution through
their respective state level federation. Lux Toilet Soap in the popular segment has in the past years offered its
consumers a range of soaps enriched with the goodness of a variety of nourishing ingredients â€” rose
extracts, almond oil, milk cream, fruit extracts and honey which are known to harbour the secrets of incredibly
perfect skin. HUL is time. ITC synergy by this deal. The focus on expansion has benefited the company as it
grew its volumes ahead of the market. It first identifies the HUL wants to be a leader in every one of various
positioning opportunities across its businesses and the strategy is to fight benefits, target groups and price
points. HUL saw its dream fulfillment in the vast Indian rural market. Cadbury India Limited 8. Hindustan
Unilever is the largest company in the sector and if it increases spends, then other companies have to follow
suit, said Kundu. The report is completed with the telephonic interviews with the dealers at some of the stores
in different parts of India. These activities mainly opportunity, and to improve rural living aimed at training
farmers, animal standards through health and hygiene husbandry, generating alternative income, awareness.
The Redistribution Stockist also undertook demand stimulation activities on behalf of the company.


